Hippocampal lesions in rats alter learning about intramaze cues.
In these experiments, we used a new procedure to study cognitive mapping in normal rats and those with hippocampal lesions by observing their behavioral responses to a rearrangement of intramaze cues. Controls learned cognitive maps, and their goal-directed behavior was disrupted by a change in the cue sequence. A comparison of pre- and postoperatively trained rats with hippocampal lesions (HPLs) showed that hippocampal damage prevented the acquisition, but not retrieval, of cognitive maps. HPL subjects learned a discrimination between mazes as quickly as controls did, but learning did not facilitate the acquisition of maps. The rats with lesions were moderately impaired in a discrimination reversal, but their behavior suggested that they could sometimes interrupt and correct their errors. In summary, controls and HPLs were equally able to run the mazes, but additional testing revealed a dissociation between the learning and performance of the two groups. These data add to our understanding of how normal rats learn about their environment and how HPL damage affects this type of learning.